
Weapons of mdral destruction

FS not fair How can you have your Kate
and Edith and Sue That s an old joke among
Americans who practise polyamorv multi
ple honest and open relationships being
able to have their cake and eat it too

5upport sniggers and scepticisin have
greeted me after writing the cover story on
polyamory on Feb 7 Loving mony loving
more fnsight 5tarMag The idea is as old as
mankind but the word polyamory is nevv
and thus hard for people to accept Even
though polyamory as practised in the West
is all about mutuallove support trust
respect honesty and disclosure among a few
romantic partners people instantly prefer to
jump back into old mental patterns Oh it s
all about lust
Different people can read widely different

things into the same newspaper storv To the
naysayers polyamorv is the heieht of irre
sponsibility like having the marriage cheats
Tiger Woods john Terry Ashley Coie all
rolled into one Plus h syreads AIDS
5uch enlightened people may feel that

polyamory is virtually like WMD weapons
of moral destruction But its supporters
believe that it s about recognising the reality
that SOME humans are simply not ready or
cut out for monogamy
Vears ago an ex who ardently believes in

horoscopes told me that Aquarians and
Librans are more prone to being ahem lib
eral with relationships Well of the nine
people 1 interviewed for my articles three
were hquarians and three IJbrans
Coincidence

Perhaps horoscopes are humbug But the
letters sent to agony aunt columns week in
week out are very real Of course there are
many who can practise one on one marriag
es devotedly But what about those who are
not ready for that

Doirtg the dirfy
If monogamy Is the only option on the

table sooner or later these people end up
doing a Tiger woods or Ashley Cole

A Time magazine cover story August
1994 on infidelity citing the science of
evolutionary psychology says such inclini
nations have all been hard wired into our
hearts Our ancestors the strong success

ful men who spread their seeds to many
women who in turn got protection from
them were the ones who after millions
of years of evolution logically had higher
chances of passing on their genes to future
generations
Here s an analogy One generation ago

society lectured youngsters Thou sholt not
have pre mantnl sez But the trouble with
pretending that strong sexual passions do
not exist is that hormonally charged teen
agers do not get educated about birth con
trol and young mothers feel so socially stig
matised that they dump babies in garbage
bins while the boys get off scot free
5o are there valid alternatives to monog

amy
A reader who opposes polyamory wrote

that people divorte for reasons such as
unwillingness to tompromise the need to
be always right and plain taking each other
for granted She compared marriage to a car
if it breaks down don t blame the car the

institution at monogamy blame the driver
the people in monogamy
Well said indeed These issues will not go

away just because polyamorous open rela
tionships are allowed But is the reader say
ing that a monogamous marriage tertifitate
will automatically dissolve negative mental
traits Obviously both relationship models
need some effort to succeed But in
polyamorv at least you are not stutk with
one bad driver for life

I believe the problem with our society is
that there are many dysfunctional drivers
people who are not willlng to even admit
that they have unhealthy attitudes let
alone sit down and try to thange them
selves

I have to admit that men are at fault
here Among the thirtysomethings in
Malaysia men seem to just work hard and
then plonk dovvn for endless hours of com
puter games a million emotional miles
away from their wives who get increasing
ly frustrated as they long for and some
times go for someone who can connect
emotionally
Like it or not right or wrong society is a

changing In the past women had to grit
their teeth and bear it since men were the

sole breadwinners But now that they are
economitally independent and becoming
much more dynamic mentally and socially
increasing numbers are ready to either
walk out of marriage or never even walk in

7ho alterrsatives

1 still hold to the dream of finding the

Right One But as 1 delve deeper into self
development and spiritual philosophy 1
read two lessons How tan you recognise
and tulfil your soulmate when you do not
even fully know your own soul yet Everv
relationship especially the painful ones is
a stepping stone to learning about yourself

In a healthier society the kind where
people do not cry out to Deor Thelruo everv
week 1 can imagine people going through
self awareness programmes where they at
least acknowledge and hopefully deal
with their emotional baggage before they
are allowed to endanger and trap others
in till death do us part monogamy

In the meantime should we only have

two alternatives Monogamy or celibaty
Either you get into the car or you walk
Can we redesign a small percentage of cars
to become mini vans or MPVs So that
those people who are not emotionally
ready for one on one marriage tan be
accommodated in a looser polyamorous
network

Polyamory is not just about avoiding the
perils of monogamy On a matter of princi
ple if people can love several people as
friends why can t they love several people
romantically honestly respectfully and
openly Is that inherently immoral

Is love all about exclusive ownership and
control of one partner where you love
someone only on condition he or she loves
nobody else
Polyamorists say that love is not a zero

sum game and it can be generously shared
out to more people whereas jealousy in
symptom of personal ineecurity True or
not perhaps open honest polyamory is
still preferable to pretending that monoga
my tworks for everybody when they are
actually cheating and causing far greater
hurt

Asking these probing questions does not
mean promoting polyamory which could
well be a polyagony of working out and
talking through everybody s feelings
hs the old joke goes a marriage has

three rings engagement ring wedding
ring and suffering so why add more trou
ble with more partners Fine then do not
trv this at home
But at least can people be at least

allowed to choose different relationship
options before we judge what s right or
wrong for them Let them eat their ovvn
cake however sweet or bitter

R The wnter brews ideoz in his hend and
then putk them out to be cooled and consid
ered by pntrons nt his little howker smll
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